Fostering CFGs in a PLC Landscape
Donna Reid, Texas

A

s a consultant for CFG support for the
Houston A+ Challenge, an independent
nonprofit that initiates and supports school
reform efforts in the Greater Houston area, I get
to work with Critical Friends Group coaches in
schools all over the Houston region. The many
reflections I have collected over the course of my
work indicate how transformative CFGs can be for
an entire campus, as well as for individual teachers
and principals.
My own CFG story began in 1998 when I was
one of four people on my campus who attended
the first CFG New Coach Seminar held in Houston.
At the time, I was a seventh grade history teacher,
and the training was personally transformative.
I was amazed by how our facilitators were so
responsive, and I felt empowered because CFG
group members were expected to develop the
agendas for our meetings instead of adhering to
professional development dictated by the school
district or state education agency. When we initiated CFGs at our middle school, the faculty
embraced protocols as tools that helped us have
timely, equitable conversations. Soon, with the
participation of both teachers and principals, CFG
practices infused our campus with more teacher
agency, and our school portfolio was bursting with
evidence of increased collaboration, intense focus
on student learning, and rich reflection that led to
improvements in our daily practice.
Unfortunately, I have also collected dozens of
stories about how CFGs have been misunderstood
and misused. For example, four years ago, I was
shocked and disheartened when a successful CFG
coach in a local elementary school confided that
the new principal had just announced to the faculty
“We’re not going to do CFGs anymore. The district
wants us to do PLCs instead.” The coach felt like
the rug had been pulled out from under her when
the administrators demonstrated that they neither
understood nor valued the important work that the
school’s CFGs had done to revitalize the school
culture and make gains in student achievement.
More recently, while a group of coaches-intraining was debriefing a consultancy this past June,
a participant blurted “Everybody on my campus
HATES protocols!” When I followed up over lunch,
the teacher explained that the school’s administrative team supported the PLC model enough to
schedule time in the school day for departments
and grade levels to
meet, but they also
(continued on page 13)
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IEP meetings and try it out in a variety of states. If you
are interested in being part of this collaborative effort,
please contact me.
<

did not have one discipline problem. I did not
have to remind students to complete an assignment. I could keep even the most talkative student in check by simply asking if his comment
had anything to do with the discussion.
I learned that our daily Connection time has
paid off in terms of student respectfulness. This
is a rowdy, talkative bunch of students. But by
following our expectation of respectful behavior
while someone is talking, on a daily basis, this
class has learned the concept of control. They
were able to honor one another as they raised
their hands to speak and waited to be called
upon. I can’t begin to say how proud I am of
these students.
The final thing I learned from this discussion
was that my students thoroughly enjoyed the
process. One student wrote in his reflection, “I
thought this discussion was a good idea because
I learned a lot and had fun doing it. The fact that
we had to come up with our own topics out of
the magazine taught us how to pick important
facts out of a group of information … I really
hope we do it again.” Based on their performance and attitude, I intend to use discussion
with this class as often as possible.”

(continued from page 18)
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asmiley@uindy.edu
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and be explicit about the tensions regarding power and
agency that inevitably surface when CFGs are introduced in a school. Our sustainability depends upon it.
We must continue to set our own agendas and plans,
and we must be accountable for revising and implementing those agendas and plans to meet the needs of
our students. We cannot afford to settle for PLCs that
are nothing more than grade or departmental groups
with new names. Our students’ success depends on our
willingness to disturb the status quo, and CFGs are a big
first step on the journey.
<
Donna Reid may be contacted at
cfgcoach@robreid.com

(continued from page 17)

Denise’s transformation from a teacher who
was frustrated and unhappy about being “stuck”
with a last period class of noisy, failing students,
to a teacher working to differentiate instruction in support of each student’s success was a
pleasure to behold. Denise’s “willingness to be
disturbed” and challenge her assumptions about
these students and their abilities reinforced my
belief in student empowerment and our responsibility to personalize instruction. Denise’s shift
and success has also made me wonder about
all of the students and teachers who continue
to “mark time” in too many of our classrooms,
with or without their IEPs.
<
Debbie Bambino can be reached at
dbambino@earthlink.net

Correction
In our last issue of Connections, we published the poem, “Race Matters” by John Patrick Moran. We
mistakenly identified the author as being from California. In fact, Mr. Moran is a school coach with the
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction. He wrote the poem during a weeklong Equity-Based
Critical Friends Coaches training which was co-facilitated
<
by Camilla Greene of Pennsylvania, Gregory
Peters of San Francisco, and RoLesia Holman of North Carolina. - Connections Editorial Board
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Consenting Adults:
Conducting Case Conferences with Consciousness
Azure Dee Smiley, Indiana

(continued from page 2)

T

he overall objective of a case conference is
observer & researcher) had been informed they
to bring people together with the common
would be. Additionally, a person from a communigoal of developing an individualized educaty mental health service, a medical student, a reption plan that best meets the individual needs of
resentative from a community mentoring program,
a student with disabilities. In recent years, I have
two additional special education teachers, a dean,
become acutely aware that with the implementaand the student were all present.
tion of the No Child Left Behind Act and special
When the conference began, Denise informed
education legislation like IDEIA (Individuals with
the group that there had been several behavior
Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004),
and attendance issues that needed to be addressed
case conferences have become extremely powerful
and that given these circumstances, the conference
places.
was going to be a manifestation determination
The following narrative is a case conference I
(expulsion) conference rather than an annual case
sat in as I was collecting data for a large-scale projreview. She asked if anyone objected and no one
ect (Smiley, 2007). This specific case conference
responded. She then gave Wilma a copy of her
took place at a high school that had recently conlegal rights without offering an explanation, stating,
verted to a small school model in efforts to reform
“You probably already know these by heart, but
their practice with support from the Bill
I’m required to give them to you anyway.”
Susanand Melinda Gates Foundation.
As Denise began to verbally read
Mentor
Supervisor
DonnaService
One of the purposes of this
through the IEP paperwork, she
Advocate
Provider
small school initiative was to
stopped and asked everyone to
actively eliminate the life of
introduce themselves to Wilma.
Medical
Teacher 1
Student
anonymity that most stuOne by one, each person
dents live in large schools.
in the room introduced themStructural changes were
selves to Wilma and then
Mental
WilmaHealth
made and professional
described the agency they
Table
Mother
Service
development was prorepresented. When it was
Provider
vided to ensure faculty
the student’s turn to speak,
Researchercommon planning time
Denise, his teacher, asked him
Dean
Silent
with intentions to improve
to remove his hat on school
Observer
academic practice, promote
grounds. The student reminded
collaboration across disciDenise that hats were allowed
Student
Teacher 2
plines, enhance relationships
after
school hours and that by this
Teacher 3
with students, and implement
time the school day was officially
Case Conference seating arrangement
deliberate efforts to combat social
over. Denise replied that hats were not
injustice. As you will see, the adminispermissible and if he did not remove the
tration’s lack of knowledge regarding special educahat, she would call the police officer to remove
tion across the small schools at this high school and
him. The student refused, citing the same school
the racial bias held by the teachers had a devastatrule. Denise then asked the dean to get the police
ing impact on this student and his family.
officer to remove the student from the case conference because he openly refused to comply. Wilma
Case Conference Narrative
hung her head, shook it from side to side, and
The case conference was held at 1:30 p.m. in a
laughed quietly as she scooted her chair away from
glass-walled room located at the main entrance of
the table and the rest of the group. Denise never
the school. One of the special education teachers
addressed Wilma during this scene. A few minutes
had gone to Wilma’s (African-American mother of
later the police officer arrived and removed the
the student) house to bring her to the conference.
student from the room while his mother sat watchThe room slowly began to fill with people around
ing. The entire room remained silent during these
1:50 p.m. Denise (European-American special
interactions.
education teacher), Susan (European-American
A few minutes later the student, holding his
area special education supervisor), Donna (Africanhat, was escorted back into the conference by the
American family-school advocate), and Wilma were
police officer. As the
all in attendance, as I (European-American silent
student sat down he
(continued on page 16)
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controlled the agendas of those meetings by mandating that the groups use a minimum number of
protocols to look at student work over the course
of the semester. Although well-intentioned, this
scheme reduced teacher agency when the leadership team also took up meeting time with other tasks
throughout the fall. In order to meet the external goal
of using protocols to look at student work a minimum number of times, the group had to do a tuning
protocol almost every day in December. That left
them exhausted and angry instead of engaged and
empowered.
Such anecdotes show that there are widespread
misunderstandings about what PLCs are and how
CFG practices can support the development of true
professional learning communities.

to get started.
However, there is an inherent conflict hidden
within this popular PLC model. At one point DuFour
and Eaker write, “. . . clarity of purpose is enhanced
when teams are provided with clearly stated performance goals that indicate what the team is to
produce or accomplish” (p.123). Notice the passive
voice of that verb “are provided.” It implies that the
members of that PLC are not setting their own goals
and do not have a strong voice in deciding what to
produce or accomplish. That passive verb diminishes agency. I believe that this tension between
encouraging educators to take fuller responsibility
for student learning while not really trusting them
to do it has strangled many fledgling professional
learning communities.

What exactly is a PLC?
There is no single accepted definition for what
a professional learning community is and does, but
Richard DuFour and Robert Eaker have popularized
the concept of PLCs in North America through books
such as Professional Learning Communities at Work:
Best Practices for Enhancing Student Achievement
(1998), which lists the following characteristics (pp.
25-29) for a PLC:
1) shared mission, vision, and values
2) collective inquiry
3) collaborative teams
4) action orientation and experimentation
5) continuous improvement
6) results orientation
DuFour and Eaker write that educators in a
professional learning community “create an environment that fosters mutual cooperation, emotional support, and personal growth as they work together to
achieve what they cannot accomplish alone” (p.xiii).
They go on to assert that “no factor is more significant in a school’s change process than the faculty’s
sense of self-efficacy. . . The schools most likely to
create a collaborative learning community are those
with educators who are willing to accept responsibility for doing so” (p.129).
The PLC concept espoused by DuFour and his
colleagues is now very popular in at least three
Houston area school districts, and when I first read
DuFour and Eaker’s book several years ago, much of
it resonated with my own CFG experiences. We’ve
even used excerpts from their books as the basis for
text-based discussions at regional CFG follow-up sessions, because they clearly explain about the need
for transformation in our schools and offer inspiration

How do CFGs fit in the PLC landscape?
When people ask me if a CFG is like a PLC, I
say, “Yes, and more!” At the Seattle Winter Meeting
in January 2007, participants in an Open Space session about this topic agreed that PLCs and CFGs
share many traits, including the use of protocols, a
focus on student learning, the use of collaborative
teams and collective inquiry, and the possibility
of changing school culture. This same group also
listed several traits that are unique to CFGs, such
as “clearly defined notion of skillful facilitation,”
“responsive to individual and small group [needs],”
“more private and confidential,” and “riskier work.”
These educators, who had been involved in CFGs
all across the country, clearly valued CFGs for not
having imposed agendas, while still keeping the
learning of students and the adults who serve them
as the centerpiece of their work.
Gene Thompson-Grove said it best during her
opening address at the 2005 Winter Meeting in
Cambridge Massachusetts: “It is the one reform
initiative, in my experience, that makes any sense,
because it is rooted in a belief that the learning of
students - of ALL students - is what makes our relationship to each other significant. And it is one of
the few reform efforts that truly empowers teachers
to be the authors of their own learning, that gives
them the capacity to assume leadership around
issues that really matter in their schools and districts.”
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Now What?
Those of us who value Critical Friends Groups
must understand what
makes CFGs special
(continued on page 19)
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I learned that our daily Connection time has
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The final thing I learned from this discussion
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